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To many, recent allegations of accounting
fraud (or earnings management; EM) at
Enron, coupled with similar ones at many
other corporations, are a strong indication of
a serious decay in business ethics or CSR.

                                                – New York Times (2002)



So this raises my concern between
earnings management (EM) and
corporate social responsibility (CSR).



But is it straightforward that…

when a firm cares more about CSR,
it will engage in less EM?



More CSR, Less EM?
Are CSR and EM are negatively related?



In this paper…

we think CSR and EM may also
be positively related or irrelevant.
(Why?)



What’s CSR?
Businesses should not merely be geared
toward profits at the expenses of
fulfilling their responsibilities to
employees, outsider, the society, the
environment, and so on.



What’s EM (earnings management)?
Insiders use their discretion in financial
reporting to overstate the true level of
earnings and understate any real
unfavorable earnings, to weaken
outsiders’ ability to govern that firm.

                                –Leuz Nanda, and Wysocki (2003)



Three kinds of EM are studied:

 earnings smoothing

 earnings aggressiveness

 earnings losses and decreases avoidance



It’s a tendency to decay the recognition of losses
and speed the recognition of gains.

                        –Bhattacharya, Daouk and Welker (2003)

true earnings
reported (inflated)

earnings



It’s a tendency to manage earnings so as to avoid
reporting losses in earnings when losses are small.

                        –Bhattacharya, Daouk and Welker (2003)

true earnings reported earnings

earnings slightly less
than zero occur much
less frequently than
would be expected given
the smoothness of the
remainder of the
distribution



It’s a tendency to use accruals to lower the
volatility of reported earnings.

true earnings
reported (smoothed)

earnings



  More CSR, Less EM.
Myopia avoidance hypothesis

A firm with good CSR will not
behave myopically and thus does not
undertake EM.



  More CSR, More EM.
Predictable earnings hypothesis

Managers may choose to smooth
earnings to lower earnings volatility
and, in so doing, convey more
valuable, more relevant information
to uninformed investors.

                                                      (Fukui, 2000; Goel and Thakor, 2003)



  More CSR, More EM.
Multiple objectives hypothesis

More CSR, more agency problems.
                                                            (Jensen, 2001)

More agency problems, More EM.

                                   (Leuz, Nanda and Wysocki, 2003)



More CSR, More agency problem.

$0
CFP
(corporate financial performance)

CSR

manager’s
performance

(cannot be evaluated in any principled way)

Diversion
(It’s easier for managers to
divert the firm’s resources to
pursue their own interest.)

Combined performance

–Jensen (2001)



EM
Managers will undertake more EM
to hide these diversion activities,
to diminish the likelihood of
outsider interference.

More agency problem, More EM.
– Leuz, Nanda and Wysocki, 2003

Diversion
(Managers divert more of
the firm’s resources to
pursue their own interest.)



CSR is irrelevant with EM
Institutional hypothesis

It is ‘perverse’ incentives, not a decline in
ethics, cause scandals. Such incentives
include increased auditor acquiescence,
growth in equity-based compensation, and
the herding behavior of fund managers, none
of which are related to business ethics.
                                                        (Coffee, 2003)



To the best of our knowledge,
empirical studies that have directly
examined whether CSR and EM
are related or not have been few.



Therefore…

The paper investigates whether the CSR-
related features of 1,653 corporations in 46
countries had a positive or negative effect
on the quality of their publicly-released
financial information during the 1993-2002
period.



Data of CSR
• In order to measure CSR across firms and countries,

our CSR companies are constituents in the
FTSE4Good Indexes.

• CSR：

CSR firms
(400)

FTSE All-World Developed
Index (Global)  (1,653)

Non-CSR firm
    (1,253)

FTSE4Good Global Index:
(1)Environmental
(2)Social and Stakeholder
(3)Human Rights



The constituents in the FTSE4Good
are classified as CSR companies,
whereas the constituents in the FTSE
All-World Developed Index but not in
the FTSE4Good Index are referred to
as Non-CSR companies.



We then screen the Compustat
Global Vantage database for CSR
and Non-CSR firms to fetch the
required financial data from January
1993 to December 2002.



Some empirical
results









Conclusion (1/3)

With a greater commitment to CSR,

earnings smoothing is less.

 myopia avoidance hypothesis (supported)

    multiple objectives hypothesis (rejected)

    predictable earnings hypothesis (rejected)



Conclusion (2/3)

With a greater commitment to CSR,

losses avoidance is less.

 myopia avoidance hypothesis (supported)

    multiple objectives hypothesis (rejected)



Conclusion (3/3)

With a greater commitment to CSR,

earnings aggressiveness is more.

 myopia avoidance hypothesis (rejected)

    multiple objectives hypothesis (accepted)
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Thank you for your attention.

Hsiang-Lin Chih

Dept. of Cooperative Economics
National Taipei University


